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 [25] elizabeth danah boyd, assistant professor of computer science at harvard and director of the university of california. [6]
leelu chawla, professor at the irish institute of technology, dublin. [25] eileen a codd, assistant professor of computer science at

princeton university, specializes in the study of operating systems and computer security. [13] peter f. zimmer, computer
science professor at the princeton university. [10] michael t heim, executive director of the miller institute and a professor of

computer science at harvard. [25] henry c. toor, professor of computer science and electrical engineering at the h. [25] andrew
lang, associate professor of computer science at harvard. [25] george lewis, assistant professor of computer science at the

harvard university. [25] rafael lopez, professor of computer science and applied mathematics at the university of texas, el paso.
[25] douglas b. anderson, associate professor of computer science at the duke university. [13] [6] david a. kogut, professor of

computer science at the university of oxford. [13] [10] raja m. gurung, professor of computer science at the british university of
columbia. [13] [25] kumar srikant, professor of computer science and electrical engineering at the university of michigan. [25]

bharat murthy, professor of computer science at the university of massachusetts at amherst. [13] kuntal sain, professor of
computer science at the university of michigan. [13] ralph barzun, professor of computer science at the university of

massachusetts at amherst. [25] ashish k. verma, professor of computer science at the university of michigan. [13] andy isen,
assistant professor of computer science at the harvard university. [10] mike j. lokkegaard, professor of computer science at the
university of michigan. [13] ravi bhadra, professor of computer science at the duke university. [13] sachin k. sanyal, associate
professor of computer science at the british university of columbia. [13] daniel h. westlake, computer science professor at the

harvard university. [10 82157476af
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